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Abstract 

The collisions of cluster projectiles on solid targets were studied using molecular 

dynamics (MD) simulations. The penetration range and damage induced by small 

boron and carbon cluster implantations are compared with those induced by 

monomers with the same energy per atom. The simulations indicated enhanced 

penetration depth and the formation of dense track damage at the surface region. In 

addition, large argon and fluorine clusters (up to 1 million atoms) have shown effects 

such as crater formation and low-damage surface etching of silicon. The MD 

simulations revealed that cluster penetration and crater formation depends not on 

the total incident energy, but on the incident energy per atom, and that the damage 

threshold for the argon cluster is several eV/atom. In the impact of a very large and 

slow fluorine cluster on silicon, an enhancement of chemical reactivity at the near 

surface region was observed because of the high density of fluorine molecules 

depositing kinetic energy. 

Keywords: cluster ion beam, molecular dynamics simulation, implantation, 
sputtering, surface modification 

Introduction 

Collisions of atomic or molecular ion clusters with solid targets are expected to 

result in different impact effects compared with those induced by monomer ions. In the late 

1980s, the Yamada group developed two cluster ion beam systems for industrial applications 

[1, 2]. One type was based on small molecules such as decaborane (B10H14) and fullerene 

(C60). A B10H14 molecule accelerated to 5 keV has a similar penetration depth to a single 500-

eV boron atom, which has the same energy carried by each constituent boron atom in B10H14. 

This is the ‘equivalent low energy’ effect. However, it was found that the damage caused by 

cluster implantation differs from that caused by the monomer ion, which is advantageous for 

formation of shallow junctions in large-scale integrated circuits [3]. 

The second type of cluster ion beam is the ‘gas cluster ion beam.’ In this case, a 

high-pressure gas is injected into a vacuum system through a small nozzle. Because of 

adiabatic expansion in the nozzle, the atoms or molecules in the gas are cooled and coalesce 

to form clusters, which are ionized and accelerated into the target. The size of the gas cluster 

is much larger than the aforementioned small molecule cluster, ranging from several hundred 

particles to more than 100,000 [4]. These very large projectiles exhibit higher sputtering 

yields and increased surface smoothing compared with monomer impact. The mechanisms of 

cluster collisions on solid targets have been studied experimentally. For example, cluster-

bombarded surfaces revealed large damage tracks or characteristic crater shapes [5] that 

depend on cluster size and incident energy. However, these observations represent only the 
final product of the collisional process, and it is difficult to know the exact cluster size and 

energy. In contrast, computed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of cluster impacts depict 

the entire collisional process with high spatial and temporal resolution and can establish a 

model that correlates with experimental results. In this article, MD simulations of cluster 
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impacts on solid targets are discussed, including projectile penetration, damage generation, 

and sputtering of target materials for various constituents, cluster sizes, and energies. 

MD simulations of cluster impacts 

For single-particle or monomer ion collisions, computer simulations based on the 

binary collision approximation [6] have successfully described the generation of knocked-on 

atoms and the development of collision cascades. It has allowed us to understand implantation, 

damage formation, and mixing and sputtering, for both single and complex materials that are 

more difficult to solve analytically. On the other hand, modeling cluster impacts requires a 

large number of interactions that occur in a narrow time and space domain, not only between 

the cluster and target atoms, but also for the atoms inside the cluster and the target near the 

impact point. Thus, the motion of all atoms around the impact point should be taken into 

consideration. One should calculate the interactions among all atoms in the system, and 

numerically solve Newton’s equations of motion to trace the time development of the atomic 

positions and velocities. This is essentially MD, and this why MD simulation is appropriate 

for the analysis of cluster impact. 

In this article, several variations of MD simulations are used to characterize cluster 

impacts on solid targets. Details of the MD simulations have been reported elsewhere [7, 8]. 

The interatomic potentials adopted for the simulations are summarized in Table 1. It should be 

noted that, in order to treat high-energy particle collisions, the potential energy at short atomic 

distances should be large and become infinite as the distance approaches zero. Thus, the 

Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark (ZBL) screening function should be used instead of the Tersoff 

potential for carbon-carbon interactions. Additionally, argon interactions are described solely 

with the ZBL repulsive potential because the binding energy of argon and other atoms 

discussed here are negligible compared with the incident energy of the particles and binding 

energy of the target materials. With adequate computational time and resources, the number of 

atoms in the targets ranged from 10
4 
to 10

8
, depending on the cluster size and energy of the 

projectile. To absorb the excess energy of the cluster impact, a thermal bath region governed 

by Langevin dynamics surrounds the target bottom (and the side edges, if necessary). 

Results and discussion 

Range and damage by cluster implantation 

Fig. 1 shows snapshots of carbon monomers and fullerene impacting diamond (100) 

substrates [14]. In Fig. 1, each carbon atom is accelerated with 20, 200, or 2000 eV/atom, so 

for an ‘equivalent low energy’ the fullerenes impact the targets with 1.2, 12, and 120 keV of 

total kinetic energy, respectively. The trajectories and final positions of the projectile atoms 

are indicated as small black dots and open circles, and displaced target carbon atoms are 

indicated in gray. The upper pictures of Fig. 1 were made by overlapping 60 individual 

snapshots of carbon monomer impacts, whereas the lower pictures represent the trajectories of 

the 60 atoms in a single fullerene impact. Additionally, the mean penetration depth (Rp) of 

projectile carbon atoms implanted as monomer or fullerene are shown in Fig. 2. As shown in 

Figs. 1 and 2, when the incident energy per atom is higher than 1 keV, the same Rp is obtained 

by both monomer and fullerene collisions. However, when the incident energy per atom is 

less than 1 keV, a larger Rp is observed for fullerene impacts. It is possible that for monomer 

carbon impacts in this energy range, some projectiles could be reflected at the target surface. 

However, when 60 carbon atoms impact the target at once as a cluster, multiple collisions will 

occur without reflection, which results in an enhancement of Rp. 

Two mechanisms are assumed for the enhancement of Rp by multiple collisions. The 

first one is the acceleration effect, where the first contacting projectile atom penetrates into 

the target by receiving kinetic energy under multiple collisions from the cluster atoms that 

follow it. The second mechanism is the clearing-way effect, where the first contacting atom 

penetrates the target surface and the target atom is knocked on; then the remaining cluster 

atoms penetrate deeper into the target without collision and energy loss. In this energy region, 

the incident cluster spreads isotropically from the impact point, so that a spherical crater or 

damaged region is created. When the incident energy is as low as 20 eV/atom, a fullerene 
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cannot penetrate the diamond target, even with the help of multiple collisions. In this case, the 

incident fullerene first deforms and then bounces from or sticks to the target. 

There is one model that helps us to understand the critical energy per atom where Rp 

of the monomers and the cluster diverge. In Fig. 3, there are profiles of shadow cones formed 

by carbon atoms impacting on a diamond substrate with various incident energies. The cones 

are drawn using the same interatomic potential as for the MD simulations in Figs. 1 and 2. 

Each line in Fig. 3 indicates the trajectory of an incident carbon atom, which collides with the 

target carbon atoms at (0, 0) with various impact parameters. The black circles are the 

coordinates of the target atoms in the diamond structure, which indicate how far the incident 

carbon can penetrate into the substrate until the next collision with a substrate atom. In cases 

of low-energy ion impacts such as at 100 and 500 eV, the incident atom is largely scattered at 

the first collision and then is expected to collide with the next substrate atom, which resides 

shallower than the depth of a one unit cell. If a cluster impacts on the surface with such low 

incident energy, the first atom to collide with a surface atom is largely scattered in a lateral 

direction and the atom can reside in a shallow region, which then causes a lateral dispersion of 

the cluster and a large number of collisions between the first incident atom and the ones that 

follow it. As the incident energy increases, the cross-section of the impact decreases and the 

incident atom penetrates into the deep region of the substrate without secondary collision with 

target atoms. 

As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the differing Rp between the monomer and the fullerene 

occurs for energies less than several keV/atom. However, the non-linearity in damage 

formation occurs at higher energy. Fig. 4 shows the depth profiles of displacements caused by 

carbon monomer and fullerene 0.1 ps after impact at incident energies of 200 eV/atom and 2 

keV/atom. The number of displacements caused by one carbon projectile is used to assess 

damage; the damage profile by fullerene impact is calculated by dividing the total number of 

displacements by 60. Fig. 4 indicates that when the incident energy is 200 eV/atom, a 

fullerene can penetrate into the target deeper than the monomer and causes a larger number of 

displacements surrounding the incident impact, as shown in Fig. 1. When the incident energy 

is 2 keV/atom, the carbon monomers and the fullerenes have the same Rp, but the damage 

depth profiles differ. The right plot in Fig. 4 shows that a fullerene causes high-density 

damages at a shallow region, but also causes interspersed point defects at the bottom of the 

target in a manner similar to carbon monomer impacts. The cascade-overlapping model [15] 

could be used to explain the non-linearity in damage formation. In the case of high-energy 

fullerene impact, each projectile is assumed to penetrate the target individually, generating 

knocked-on displacements along its trajectory. In monomer impacts, some of the knocked-on 

target atoms return to their original lattice sites. However, when many collision cascades are 

caused simultaneously in a narrow area by cluster impact, most of the knocked-on atoms 

cannot return to their original lattice sites because the surrounding atoms are also displaced. 

As the incident atoms of fullerenes penetrate into deep target regions, the spatial coherency of 

the cascade diminishes and interspersed defects are created. 

Similar interpretations could be applied to polyatomic boron cluster implantation 

using decaborane (B10H14) and octadecaborane (B18H22). Fig. 5 plots the incident energy 

dependence of the degree of enhancement of Rp for various sizes of boron clusters implanted 

into silicon [16]. At low implant energies, there are significant differences in Rp between the 

monomers and the clusters. The threshold energy for Rp nonlinearity is 500 eV/atom, which is 

less than that for the carbon clusters on diamond. These results suggest that the nonlinearity of 

cluster ion implantation depends on cluster size, energy, and the combination of projectile and 

target materials. 

MD simulation provides the precise coordinates of all atoms in the system, which 

allows us to analyze local structures around specific atoms such as the folding number, 

interstitials, and vacancies. Fig. 6 shows depth distributions of vacancies and interstitials 

formed by B1 and B10 implantation with an incident energy of 200 eV/atom. The definitions of 

vacancy and interstitial are taken from Peréz-Martín et al. [17]. For B10, the profiles have 

been normalized to indicate the number of vacancies or interstitials created by one B atom in 

a cluster. The maximum depth ranges for vacancies and interstitials formed by B1 and B10 
impacts are similar. However, B10 impact causes a very high density of defects from the 

surface to a depth of 2 nm. This distribution is comparable to the mean implant depth of B 

monomers and clusters. Considering the density of interstitials shown in Fig. 5, B10 impact 

creates about 15 interstitials per 0.2 nm in depth. From these results, it is expected that the 
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impact point is made completely amorphous by only one B10 ion collision. 

Fig. 7 plots radial distributions of substrate Si atoms around vacancies and 

interstitials. In the case of B1 impact, the distribution around vacancies shows distinct peaks 

and valleys. Compared with the radial distribution function of the bulk Si crystal, each peak in 

the B1 distribution shifts to shorter distances, but shows good correlation with the one in the 

Si crystal. As for the distribution around interstitials at B1 impact, the second peak is observed 

at 0.31 nm with a similar intensity to the first peak. Those two distributions indicate that, at 

the impact of B1, only one knocked-on atom is displaced from its lattice site while the 

surrounding atoms maintain lattice positions. This results in the formation of point defects 

having certain structures [17]. Following the impact of B10, the peak-and-valley structure is 

not found around vacancies within 0.3 nm. This result means that the lattice structures before 

and after impact have no correlation; that is, the damaged structure is fully amorphous. The 

distribution around interstitials also becomes broad as the distance increases. From these 

results, it can be concluded that the implant region is made fully amorphous by only one B10 

impact at 200 eV/atom. As reported previously [18], the creation of an amorphous surface 

region with sufficient depth relative to the boron implant range can reduce transient-enhanced 

diffusion. The “self-amorphous” damage created by B10 (and B18) is known to enhance the 

formation of high-performance shallow junctions [19, 20]. 

Large gas cluster impact and crater formation 

Gas cluster ion beam techniques provide high-intensity and large-size cluster ions. As 

mentioned above, they are generated by high-pressure nozzles where adiabatic expansion 

causes the gas to condense into large clusters ranging from several hundred up to a million 

atoms. Fig. 8 shows snapshots of an Ar2000 cluster impacting on a Si (100) solid surface with a 

total energy of 20 keV (so each constituent atom carries only 10 eV). Even at this low energy-

per-atom, the incident cluster penetrates the target intact as a cluster because of the proximity 

effect. The cluster atom that first contacts the target can knock-on the surface target atom and 

be implanted into the target. The remaining cluster atoms that follow can then penetrate 

deeper without energy loss, which enhances the penetration depth of the cluster. The 

implanted cluster atoms spread under the target surface. A large number of target surface 

atoms are displaced hemispherically from the impact area because of the multiple collisions. 

Almost all of the Ar atoms in the incident cluster leave the target and the crater-like damage is 

left on the surface. This characteristic crater formation has been confirmed by MD 

simulations of other materials [21-23] and by experiments [24, 25]. During the crater 

formation process, some atoms at the rim may gain enough energy to leave the target, which 

is a feature of sputtering with huge clusters [26-28]. 

Figs. 9 and 10 demonstrate impacts on irregular surface structures [29]. The initial surface 

has a one-dimensional sinusoidal structure with a 4-nm peak-to-valley height and an 8-nm 

wavelength. A 20 keV Ar2000 cluster impacts along the surface normal and at the top of the 

crest. With only a single impact, the crest is completely removed, flattening the surface profile. 

The atoms residing in the crest filled the valleys on both sides. These results indicate that a 

large cluster impact has the capability to move many surface atoms simultaneously, and the 

displaced surface atoms smooth out the target surface. This is essentially the mechanism of 

surface smoothing with cluster bombardment, which has been demonstrated by experiments 

[30-32] as well as simulations [33]. 

Fig. 11 plots the surface profiles, and the depth and opening radii of craters caused by 

Ar2000 clusters with various incident energies. For total incident energies higher than 10 keV, 

the crater depth and radius increase proportionally with the cubic root of the incident energy. 

In this range, almost all of the incident kinetic energy is consumed in crater formation, and 

thus the crater shape keeps its aspect ratio. In contrast, the crater depth rapidly decreases for 

energies less than 10 keV. At 10 keV, each Ar atom in the cluster carries only 5 eV, which is 

similar to the displacement energy for the Si target atoms. In this energy regime, the first-

contacting Ar atom cannot penetrate the surface but is reflected instead; thus it contributes to 

the disruption of the cluster on the target surface. Therefore, the threshold condition for crater 

formation is determined by the incident energy-per-atom rather than the total energy of the 
cluster [34]. 

Fig. 12 shows snapshots of various sizes of argon gas clusters impacting on silicon. Each 

cluster has the same total incident energy of 20 keV, but the surface damage depends on 
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cluster size. When a cluster is relatively small, it penetrates the target surface and causes 

multiple collisions, similar to Fig. 1. The difference in the shape of the crater is significant 

when comparing Ar20 (1 keV/atom) and Ar200 (100 eV/atom), but not when comparing Ar200 

and Ar2000 (10 eV/atom). Fig. 13 shows surface profiles and crater depths caused by Ar 

clusters of various sizes that all have a total incident energy of 20 keV. There is a specific 

cluster size around 5000 where the crater depth rapidly decreases. In this case, the incident 

energy per atom is 4 eV, which supports the above discussion about a threshold condition for 

crater generation. On the other hand, the change of crater depth is relatively small for cluster 

sizes ranging from 20 to 2000. In this size regime, a cluster could be treated as a continuous 

material that transfers its kinetic energy to surrounding target atoms isotropically. The cluster 

size effect on crater formation has been compared with experimental results. Scanning 

tunneling microscope images indicate that surfaces bombarded with different sizes of clusters 

had a threshold energy-per-atom or size for crater formation [35]. Other experiments have 

demonstrated that the roughness of the surface can be controlled by changing the cluster size 

[36-38]. 

Fig. 14 shows the surface profiles and crater depths caused by 20 keV Ar2000 impacts at 

various incident angles [39]. As the incident angle increases, the crater shape becomes 

asymmetric and shallower. When the incident angle is more than 70 degrees from the surface 

normal, the crater is no longer formed. The conditions for crater formation thus can be 

explained by considering the normal component of incident energy-per-atom, which is 

calculated as 5, 2.5, 1.2 or 0.3 eV/atom for 45, 60, 70 or 80 degrees, respectively. These MD 

simulations suggest that the energy threshold to cause surface damage is mainly dominated by 

the incident energy per atom rather than total energy. When the incident energy-per-atom is as 

low as several eV with respect to the surface normal, each constituent cluster atom does not 

penetrate the target surface even with the help of high-density multiple collision effects. The 

glancing angle bombardment by large clusters also smooths the surface. When a target with a 

small block attached to the surface is bombarded with a large cluster at a large incident angle 

that is nearly in the surface plane, the target surface plane is not damaged because of the 

aforementioned reasons, but the kinetic energy of the cluster is transferred entirely to the 

block, which will be removed [39, 40]. This effect has been used to polish the sidewalls of 

etched structures that are oriented along the surface normal [41]. 

The fundamental mechanisms of multiple collisions at a low incident energy-per-atom 

regime were studied by the impacts of simulated clusters. Fig. 15 shows snapshots of 20 keV 

Ar2000 (10 eV/atom) clusters with various shapes and densities impacting on Si (100) target 

surfaces [42]. The particle density was varied by a factor of 4 in both the xy- and z-axes, 

independently. Thus, Fig. 15(b) corresponds to a factor of 16 lower areal particle density 

relative to Fig. 15(a), and the volume density in Fig. 15(d) is a factor of 64 less than in 15(a). 

In another perspective, the xy and z scaling corresponds to changes in spatial and temporal 

coherence, respectively. The crater depth dependence on xy and z scaling factors is shown in 

Fig. 16. Figs. 15 and 16 indicate that the penetration depth and crater formation effects are 

much reduced when the cluster expands in the lateral direction rather than along the normal 

direction. The energy densities at the 1.26, 1.5, 2.0, and 4.0 xy scaling factors are roughly 

calculated as 6.3, 4.4, 2.5, and 0.625 eV/atom/area, respectively, which agrees with the results 

discussed in Figs. 11, 13, and 14. 

Chemical etching by reactive cluster impact 

Multiple collision and high-density atomic bombardment could enhance chemical 

reactivity of surface modification processes. Fig. 17 shows snapshots of neon and fluorine 

clusters impacting a silicon target [43]. The total incident energy is kept at 6 keV, while the 

cluster size varies from 60 to 6000. We see that both neon and fluorine clusters cause crater-

like damage when the cluster size is 60 or 600 and the incident energy is at least 100 or 10 

eV/atom, respectively. When the cluster size is very large and the incident energy is very low, 

such as for Ne6000 or (F2)3000 with 1 eV/atom, the incident cluster does not produce craters on 

the target, but creates only a small dimple. Additionally, the snapshots of fluorine cluster 

impacts indicate that the fluorine molecules in the incident cluster dissociate during the 
collision, forming silicon-fluoride precursors at the impact point. 

The number of sputtered Si atoms and the distribution of silicon-fluoride 

composites are tabulated in Fig. 18 for 100 trials that were carried out for each impact 
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condition. The average values of each sputtered species are then calculated. The sputtering 

process could be controlled by changing the cluster size and the incident energy per atom, 

while keeping the total incident energy constant. In the case of small and fast clusters such as 

(F2)30 with 100 eV/atom, silicon monomers, dimers, and larger silicon clusters are the major 

sputtered components instead of silicon fluorides. These results are similar to those obtained 

from sputtering with Ne60 at 100 eV/atom. This suggests that momentum transfer by direct 

collisions dominates the mechanism of sputtering, even for (F2)30 cluster impact. As the 

cluster size increases and the incident energy per atom decreases with a constant total kinetic 

energy, the chemical reactivity of the cluster and the target materials becomes significant. In 

these simulations, no Si sputtering was observed for Ne600 with 10 eV/atom nor for Ne6000 

with 1eV/atom; however, large fluorine clusters produced high Si sputtering yields. The major 

sputtered product shifts from silicon to silicon fluoride, which suggests that a chemical 

reaction is a key process of surface etching for the slow impacts of large reactive clusters. 

These clusters can provide a large amount of etchant material at high density over a short time. 

Subsequently, the clusters reside at a very shallow area of the target surface, where multiple 

collisions between the cluster and the target contribute to the formation and desorption of the 

etching product. 

With recent improvements in computational resources, simulated impacts for very 

large cluster sizes and higher energy systems have been made possible. Fig. 19 shows the 

impact of a fluorine cluster with 1 million ((F2)500k) atoms impacting on a Si(100) target 

consisting of more than 130 million atoms [44]. Even at such large cluster impacts, similar 

collision processes to (F2)3000 were observed, with a silicon sputtering yield of more than 

12,000. However, Fig. 19 shows dislocations (indicated as blue spheres) that penetrate into 

the target and remain at a depth of more than 10 nm from the surface 77 fs after impact. This 

was not observed with the smaller fluorine cluster impacts, such as (F2)5000 and (F2)50000 with 

1 eV/atom [45]. This may be due to generation of a highly compressed region surrounding the 

crater at the initial stage of cluster impact, which depends on total energy and mass of the 

projectile. The results imply that in order to achieve enhanced surface modification, surface 

sputtering and damage formation should be precisely controlled. 

Summary 

In this article, we have discussed various MD simulations of cluster impacts on 

solid targets. The results show that the species and total incident energy are key parameters 

for monomer ion beams, whereas cluster size and incident energy per atom are also significant 

collisional parameters for energetic clusters. 

Fig. 20 summarizes the constituent, size, and energy-per-atom for clusters discussed 

in this article. For small and swift cluster bombardments, the interaction among cluster atoms 

is negligible and each projectile atom penetrates into the target in a manner similar to the 

individual monomer ions. Thus, we see that the penetration depth is almost the same as that 

for the monomer ion, and interspersed point defects due to collision cascades can be found at 

the end of range. However, cluster impacts generate a large number of secondary and tertiary 

knocked-on atoms in a narrow region simultaneously. These high-density cascades overlap 

with each other, resulting in dense damaged tracks around the impact point. 

As the cluster sizes increases and the incident energy per atom decreases, collisions 

inside the cluster become significant. The cluster penetrates the target surface and stays intact, 

while the target atoms are compressed and are pushed away in an isotropically hemispherical 

direction through the multiple collisions among cluster and surface atoms. This collisional 

process leads to crater formation on a flat target surface, and it also smooths non-planar 

surfaces. 

In this study, two types of energy per atom are discussed: one is where each cluster 

atom is regarded as an independent projectile, and the other is where a cluster atom cannot 

penetrate the target surface even with the help of the multiple collision effect. The latter 

energy seems to be related to the surface binding energy of the target. If the incident energy 

per atom is as low as this threshold energy, the cluster does not penetrate the target surface; 
however, it deposits some high-density particles and kinetic energy through the interface 

between cluster and target. From the viewpoint of physical interaction, this collisional process 

causes no damage. However, it contributes to the enhancement of chemical interactions, such 
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as decomposition, adsorption, and desorption of reaction products. 

The interactions between clusters and solid targets have been studied in various 

groups by means of both experiments and simulations, from fundamental aspects to industrial 

applications. The number of scientific and engineering fields where the cluster beam 

technique is expected to contribute is expanding. As for cluster projectiles, not only small 

molecule and gas clusters are being used, but also the generation and collision effects of large 

droplets formed by electrospray methods are being examined [46-48]. These droplets usually 

consist of a larger number of atoms/molecules compared with those in this article, and the 

collision effects are not clear. Conversely, cluster ion beam bombardment has been applied to 

organic materials for depth profiling [49]. This requires optimization of the interactions with 

organic materials in order to control damage mechanisms, chemical reactions, and etching 

with energetic cluster impact. Collisional effects for single impacts, as well as for 

accumulating effects realized by iterative impact simulation on the same target, are interesting 

topics for more precise comparison with experimental results. In addition, new multi-scale 

modeling techniques, such as combining MD and Monte-Carlo simulations for defect 

migration and annihilation, are expected to be introduced for further theoretical studies of 

cluster and surface interactions. 
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Atomic Pairs Models 

C-C  Tersoff [9] & ZBL [10]  

Si-Si  Stillinger and Weber [11]  

Si-F, F-F  Modified SW [12,13]  

Si-B, Si-Ar, …  ZBL  
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Fig. 1: Snapshots of C1 and C60 impacts on a diamond surface. Black dots represent 

the trajectories of projectile carbon atoms. Gray dots are displacements. For C1, the 

results of 60 trials are overlaid. 
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Fig. 5: Energy dependence of Rp enhancement factors for boron clusters. 
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Fig. 9: Snapshots and surface contours of a one-dimensional, sinusoidal silicon 
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Fig. 12: Snapshots of various sizes of argon clusters impacting on silicon targets. 
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Fig 16: Crater depth with a 20 keV Ar2000 cluster impacting on a Si(100) target with 

various density scales xy and z that are extensions in the horizontal and vertical 

directions, respectively. 

Fig. 17: Snapshots of neon (upper) and fluorine (lower) clusters impacting on silicon 

substrates. 

Fig. 18: Distribution of sputtered species by neon and fluorine clusters from silicon. 

The values are averages after 100 impact trials for each condition. 

Fig. 19: Snapshots of a (F2)500,000 cluster with 1 eV/atom impacting on a Si(100) target. 

Only fluorine atoms and silicon atoms belonging to surface planes and displacement 

are drawn. A quarter of the target is removed. 

Fig. 20: Species, energy, and size of clusters discussed in this article. 



Fig. 1: Snapshots of C1 and C60 impacts on a diamond surface. Black dots represent the 
trajectories of projectile carbon atoms. Gray dots are displacements. For C1, the results of 60 
trials are overlaid. 



Fig. 2: Energy dependence of the penetration depth Rp for C1 and C60 into diamond. 



Fig. 3: Profiles of shadow cones formed by carbon atoms impacting on a diamond substrate with 
various incident energies. The black circles indicate the position of target carbon atoms in the 
diamond structure. 



Fig. 4: Depth profiles of displaced carbon atoms in diamond by C60 and C1 impacting with 200 
eV/atom (left) and 2 keV/atom (right), 0.1ps after impact. 



Fig. 5: Energy dependence of Rp enhancement factors for boron clusters. 
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Fig. 6: Depth profiles of vacancies (left) and interstitials (right) by boron monomer and cluster 
implantation. 
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Fig. 7: Radial distribution of substrate Si atoms around vacancies (left) and interstitials (right). 
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Fig. 8: Snapshots of 20 keV Ar2000 clusters impacting a Si(100) target. 
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Fig. 9: Snapshots and surface contours of a one-dimensional, sinusoidal silicon surface, before 
and after impact by 20 keV Ar2000 clusters. 
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Fig. 10: Surface profiles of snapshots shown in Figs. 8 and 9. 
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Fig. 11: Energy dependence of surface profiles (left) and crater dimensions (right) formed from 
Ar2000 cluster impacts. 
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Fig. 12: Snapshots of various sizes of argon clusters impacting on silicon targets. Each cluster has 
the same total acceleration energy of 20 ckeV. 
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Fig. 13: Surface profiles (left) and crater depth (right) formed from clusters with various sizes 
accelerated to 20 keV in total energy. 
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Fig. 14: Incident angle dependence of surface profiles (left) and crater depth (right) formed with 
20 keV Ar2000 cluster impact. 
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Fig. 15: Snapshots of Ar2000 clusters impacting on Si(100) targets. The basic density of the 
incident cluster corresponds to the solid state of Ar (shown as (a), same as Fig. 8), and was 
varied by scaling the xy-axes only (b), z-axis only (c), and all xyz-axes (d). 
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Fig 16: Crater depth with a 20 keV Ar2000 cluster impacting on a Si(100) target with various 
density scales xy and z that are extensions in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. 
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Fig. 17: Snapshots of neon (upper) and fluorine (lower) clusters impacting on silicon substrates. 
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Fig. 18: Distribution of sputtered species by neon and fluorine clusters from silicon. The values 
are averages after 100 impact trials for each condition. 
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Fig. 19: Snapshots of a (F2)500,000 cluster with 1 eV/atom impacting on a Si(100) target. Only 
fluorine atoms and silicon atoms belonging to surface planes and displacement are drawn. A 
quarter of the target is removed. 
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Fig. 20: Species, energy, and size of clusters discussed in this article. 
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